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out I suppose, in situ, that Christ was born during the Augustan
period and that He went out in the time of Tiberius. A little, let
me admit, that is educational, one tenth part of what you would learn
in the Schools and in a tenth of the time. And when March/ April
and May has flown by, are you any forwarder ? Is life working out
its warp and woof by one spoolful ? I don't see it; I see nothing
whatsoever in your plan of things.
" ' Well,' you say, ' what is the matter, what do you propose ?'
*' To which I reply that there is an immense deal to do : you have
missed great opportunities.   I have never pointed them out to you
for the reason—a bad reason—that I am extremely proud, that is
among my other complexities, and to suggest to my child that she
might have helped me immensely and can, is frankly disagreeable to me.
" I have now got to the time of life when the electric spark is out.
When one makes no new friends. By the time evening comes I am
tired—I have done my day. You are a beautiful woman with a
mental equipment which, rightly employed, might have helped me
infinitely. God forbid that you should angle for men whether old
or young. But take a tiny episode of last Saturday ; five years ago
on the same ship leaving New York, I introduced old J. Pierpoint
Morgan to Lady Algy. Well, there he was to say good-bye and when
she arrives his yacht is at her service, his house open ; if Algy were
what he is not—a business man—Morgan would advise him and nurse
his efforts. There is nothing whatever compromising, he is old and
she desperately delicate and draws near, I fear, to her end. But if-
you would look around and make useful and not merely Bohemian
or ornamental friends, I might, and thus you and your mother and
Oswald might, have been much further along the road !
" At this very instant, I find myself asking with little doubt as to
the reply, might not Rivers Wilson have intervened more actively in
protecting me againsl; the fraud of Hays, had you been a little more
attentive to those two old people. God forbid that I should seem
to set you angling for financiers or their ladies, but there is all the
difference in the world between that and what fits faiiiy into a working
life. I re-state it—that you are a charming companion; had you
come to America with me once or twice during the past four lean years,
you would have helped me to get forward in a thousand ways. At
Washington, here and in the West.
•	•••••
" Here then I close my Chapter. Much of it you won't approve.
Some of it I little like writing, but you will understand, what
remains for your amendment is this—don't be content to butterfly
in the sun. Get down to the plot and plan of life; it is not enough
—not nearly worthy of you—to stick seeds in a garden patch. You
have got those qualities which might yet leave a deep impression on
contemporary lite. You are a dear and I love you, but for all that,
you have left undone a heap and you will have to account for years
of lost opportunity.
" And so perhaps with a tinge of disappointment, yet there goes
over to you as always, much love,
from M.F."
The humorous side of the letter, to my mind, was the fact
that " Lady Algy " referred to, for whom Pierpoint Morgan

